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SCHEME OF
DREAMS
AFTER FIVE DECADES OF MINOR SUCCESSES AND SOME SPECTACULAR FAILURES, THE
KIMBERLEY’S ORD RIVER SCHEME IS SET TO MORE THAN DOUBLE IN SIZE. BUT WHO
WILL FARM THE NEW LAND AND WHAT WILL THEY GROW?
story + photos NATHAN DYER

Roaring jets of
fresh water thunder
through metal gates
into the Kununurra
Diversion Dam.
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t’s six o’clock on a hot February evening and the storm
clouds building over the Ord River blush a brilliant red. A steady
stream of cars is making its way across the Kununurra Diversion
Dam where roaring jets of fresh water thunder through the big
metal gates turning the river below into a churning white storm.
In a flood event, the 20 radial gates can let through a controlled tsunami
of 29 million litres per second, enough to supply Perth’s annual water
usage every three hours. Fifty kilometres south, Lake Argyle has been
overflowing for 12 months after a record 2011 wet season saw it swell to
more than 1500 square kilometres. It’s not surprising the name Kununurra
was derived from an Aboriginal word meaning “big river”.
Upstream of the diversion dam a family is digging holes in the
riverbank at the town’s swimming beach. Clumps of weed and mud
are tossed aside and small crustaceans retrieved and flicked into a
bucket. “Some people like to eat them, but I’d rather use them to catch
barramundi,” Kununurra resident Warren Shaw says, picking up a bucket
of red claw, or yabbies, from the muddy bank. Nearby, children splash in
the shallows and a young man jumps from a dead tree into the dark green
water. Down the road, developer Michael McConnachy is putting the
last touches on Kununurra’s newest real-estate development. The 80-unit
Freshwater East Kimberley Apartments are evidence of a thriving regional
economy. “We looked right up the east coast of Australia, the central
mining belt of Queensland, and we went down the west coast of Western
Australia looking at different locations to develop, and Kununurra just
stood out,” Michael says. “Unless people have been to Kununurra they
have this idea it is some dusty outpost miles from anywhere, but people
are gobsmacked when they get here, when they see the amount of water.”
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ABOVE: Warren Shaw of Kununurra,
WA, with the red claw he’s caught
on the banks of the Ord River.
BELOW: Kununurra youngster Zara
Hart proudly shows off his catch.
OPPOSITE: Making the most of the
day’s dying light, a man jumps into
the Ord River.
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Property developer Michael McConnachy, at the Freshwater East Kimberley Apartments, says many people mistaken Kununurra for a dusty outpost.

Eight-hundred kilometres by road south-west of Darwin
and 3300km north-east of Perth, this West Australian town in
booming. Kununurra’s population of 7500 – half of whom are
Indigenous – is expected to reach 10,000 by 2026. A $195 million
Commonwealth investment in social infrastructure has seen
upgrades to the local high school, hospital, TAFE and airport,
while a State Government injection of $310 million means the
long-awaited expansion of Ord farming land is now a reality. The
agricultural area will expand from 14,000 hectares to 22,000ha
this year, and the government wants to grow that to 38,000ha by
2016. Young families are moving here, houses are being built, and
Ord farmers are looking to the future with renewed optimism.

A VISION FOR THE NORTH

Optimism is nothing new in this rugged region of towering red
escarpments and raging tropical rivers. “I believe … that an extent
of country equal to about 25 million acres [10.12m ha] has been
opened up for pastoral and agricultural settlement,” surveyor
Alexander Forrest concluded, rather extravagantly, after his 1879
journey through the Kimberley. In his journals, Forrest described
the grassy plains of the East Kimberley as being plentiful with
“running brooks” and having an advantage over the plains of the
Fitzroy River because they weren’t subject to annual flooding.
He named the Ord River after then West Australian Governor,
Sir Harry Ord, and returned to Perth to spread favourable
impressions of the state’s newly explored North West.
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Forrest’s enthusiasm caught on and by 1883 pastoralists had
taken up more than 21m ha of Kimberley country for cattle
grazing, and the lives of the region’s Indigenous population
were forever changed. Although as early as 1887 agricultural
plots appeared on public maps of the lower Ord River, largescale agriculture was not seriously considered until the early
20th century when West Australian commissioner for tropical
agriculture for the North West, Adrian Despeissis, concluded
damming of northern rivers could irrigate “millions of acres”.
By the late 1930s, the Ord scheme had attracted national
and international followers, none more enthusiastic than Isaac
Steinberg. Having founded the Freeland League for Jewish
Territorial Colonisation in 1935, Steinberg was in search
of ‘uninhabited’ land to establish a settlement for European
Jews fleeing the Holocaust. In 1939, Steinberg spent 14 days
touring the Durack family’s East Kimberley properties totaling
2,800,000ha – which where then for sale – and proposed a
settlement for up to 75,000 Jewish migrants using a dammed
Ord River to irrigate thousands of hectares of crops and produce
hydro-electricity to power a raft of industries. The idea gained
backing from unions and the West Australian Government but
was eventually rejected by the Curtin Government in 1944.
In the meantime, a research station had been established on
the banks of the Ord River and in 1941 Kimberley Durack
planted the first Ord trial crops. World War II renewed interest
in populating the country’s ‘empty’ north and by 1949 the
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CLOCKWISE: Carrying water to new Ord farms,
this channel was built with funds from the
East Kimberley Development Package; Ord
farmers Ian and Diana Oliver; Ord River District
Cooperation chairwoman Gabi Bloecker; a
tractor prepares the paddock for the season’s
first pumpkin plantings in the Ord Valley.

West Australian Government had approached Canberra with
a proposal to develop the Ord River scheme. Some estimates
suggested the Ord could irrigate up to 60,000ha. Rice, sugar cane,
safflower and cotton were all seen as potential broad-acre crops.
In 1959, the Menzies Government allocated five million
pounds to build the Kununurra Diversion Dam. The dam was
completed in 1962 to irrigate an initial 10,000ha. Ten years
later, then Prime Minister William McMahon officially opened
the $22 million Ord Dam declaring the occasion the beginning
of ‘Ord Stage Two’. The completion of Lake Argyle increased
the irrigated area to 14,000ha and proponents believed further
expansion would soon follow.

THE STRUGGLE BEGINS

As enthusiastic as its followers were, critics of the Ord scheme
were equally pessimistic, among them agricultural economist
Bruce Davidson whose 1965 book The Northern Myth was
uncompromising. Davidson questioned the economic logic of
tropical agriculture in northern Australia and singled out the
Kimberley, declaring: “Even if it is considered desirable to produce
cotton, sugar cane, safflower, rice or linseed under irrigation in
Australia, the Kimberley is probably the worst area to choose.”
Even so, the promise of sun, land and water saw people
come from across Australia, and from America, to take up the
newly created 240ha farms. In 1963 cotton farming on the Ord
began. A decade later, cotton subsidies were phased out and
apocalyptic pest problems saw farmers spraying crops with DDT
up to 40 times each growing season. In 1974, the Ord cotton
industry collapsed; many farmers simply walked away. Ian Oliver
remembers the period all too well. “It was terrible,” Ian says,
sitting at his kitchen table overlooking a broad bend in the Ord
River. A former wheat and sheep farmer from Cowra in New
South Wales, Ian moved to Kununurra in 1962. He says for those
who remained after cotton’s demise it was a matter of simple
survival. “If we had walked out, everyone would have walked out
with nothing, and, according to the government of the day, the
Ord would have been shut down,” he says. Ian’s wife Diana says
it was a challenging time when many of their friends left. But
a handful of growers struggled on, producing rice, sunflowers,
sorghum, maize, borlotti beans and seed crops. Some, like the
Olivers, started businesses to supplement their farming income.
And it wasn’t just pests the Ord farmers were fighting; politics
also played a role. Ian recalls a group of Ord farmers travelling
to the Northern Territory to meet the Queensland Premier who
was touring the Top End. “We went to see Joh Bjelke-Petersen in
Katherine, and Joh said, ‘So you boys want to grow sugar’, and we
40
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Honorary East Kimberley locals: West Australian Minister for Regional Development and Lands Brendon Grylls (left) and Federal Special Minister
for State Gary Gray. OPPOSITE: Indian sandalwood seedlings are irrigated at a Tropical Forestry Services nursery in Kununurra; a worker inspects
a turbine at Pacific Hydro’s Ord River hydro-electricity plant.

said, ‘Yes, we’d like to do that in conjunction with Queensland,’
and he said, ‘Well, I wish you luck boys, but it’ll be over my dead
body’.” By the early 1980s, newspapers around the country had
labelled the scheme a ‘white elephant’. Diana says although the
situation was dire, the couple stayed “because Ian believes in the
Ord and North Australia”.
Despite the negative headlines, or because of them, a new wave
of farmers – attracted by cheap land, reliable sun, and ‘limitless’
water – moved to the Ord. Ord River District Cooperative
chairwoman, Gabi Bloecker, remembers husband Wilhelm’s
reaction when he first visited in 1981. At the time Wilhelm
was farming wheat, oats and barley on the family property in
Germany. “Wilhelm came to the Ord and after one day knew he
loved it here and wanted to come here,” Gabi says.
Corresponding with the arrival of new farmers, the region
was experiencing a steady economic revival. The Argyle
Diamond Mine was established in 1984, tourism was taking off,
and the Kimberley beef industry was expanding. And the road
between Kununurra and Perth was sealed making the shipment
of high-value horticultural crops to southern markets possible.
Mango orchards and banana plantations were established,
and cucurbits were planted on a large scale. Over the next
decade Ord farmers made millions of dollars shipping out-ofseason rockmelons, watermelons, honeydews and pumpkins
to southern markets. In 1996, CSR Limited committed to
building a sugar mill in the town and finally the Ord had what
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appeared to be a viable broad-acre crop. At its peak, the region
was growing 4500ha of sugar cane, and crushing 450,000
tonnes per year. Talk of Ord Stage Two resurfaced, and a
joint venture between Wesfarmers and Marubeni Corporation
embarked on a feasibility study to develop another 30,000ha
of sugar land. The future looked good. But the WesfarmersMarubeni proposal collapsed, and then the sugar price crashed,
and in 2007 Korean company Cheil Jedang Corporation, which
had purchased the sugar mill from CSR, walked away losing
tens of millions of dollars in the process. Confidence hit a new
low. Then something unexpected happened.

WHERE THERE’S A (POLITICAL) WILL
THERE’S A WAY

It’s eight o’clock on a sweltering February morning in Wyndham,
and West Australian Minister for Regional Development and Lands,
Brendon Grylls, is standing at a lectern in the full sun praising the
efforts of his Federal counterpart, Special Minister for State, Gary
Gray. Minutes later Gray takes the stand and returns the back
patting. The crowd of 200 gathered at the town’s new $7 million
fishing jetty listen intently to the two politicians who have been
adopted as honorary locals. Many in the East Kimberley regard their
combined political will as the key driver behind the East Kimberley
Development Package – announced in 2008, the package provides
$310m state funds to expand Ord agricultural land and a $195
million Commonwealth investment in social infrastructure.
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UNLIMITED WATER?
The Ord Dam, which, after last year’s record inflows, contained
more than 20,000 gigalitres of water. OPPOSITE: Water thunders
through a gate at the Kununurra Diversion Dam.

The man behind the West Australian Nationals’ hugely popular
Royalties for Regions program, Brendon Grylls is unapologetic
about investing hundreds of millions of taxpayer dollars in the
scheme. “To grow the (West Australian) wheatbelt in the 1900s the
government of the day invested in the road infrastructure, the rail
infrastructure, the community infrastructure,” he says. “To me, up
here it’s no different: the channel to move the water to the farms
is no different to the train that moves the grain to the port.” He
shrugs off a 2009 Northern Australia Land and Water Taskforce
report that warned against further agricultural development in
northern Australia. “I’m convinced that the same economics that
are driving a massive expansion of our resources sector are the
same economics that are going to drive a massive expansion of our
agricultural sector,” he says. “The same people that the iron ore and
the natural gas is building houses for and keeping warm during
winter are also fundamentally changing their diet.” For his part,
Gary Gray says the investment in social infrastructure will ensure
the region is not hampered by the same planning mistakes made
in the Pilbara, where community investment has not matched
industrial expansion. Sitting in the back seat of a LandCruiser
driving between Wyndham and Kununurra, Brendon doesn’t rule
out further government funding for the Ord scheme. “I think the
opportunity here is massive,” he says.

It’s early February and the Ord Dam is still
overflowing from last wet season’s record inflows.
At its 2011 peak, the dam’s surface area reached
1500 square kilometres, its volume swelled
to more than 20,000 gigalitres, and the dam’s
spillway flowed at a rate of more than one million
litres per second.
Standing on the dam wall, water stretching to
the horizon, it’s easy to see why there have been
proposals to pipe the Ord’s water everywhere
from Perth to the Murray-Darling. But the fact
is the water is needed where it is, to irrigate the
farms of an expanded Ord scheme. Regional
Development Minister Brendon Grylls says if
people want to use the Ord’s water “they should
move to where the water it is”.
The West Australian Water Department’s Ord
River water-management plan shows annual
average inflows to Lake Argyle of 4278GL. Of that,
1200GL disappears in evaporation alone. Annual
outflows from the lake – largely determined by
water levels required to generate hydropower –
average about 2350GL. Environmental flows are
complex to calculate, but equal about 1000GL
per year, while the maximum allocation for the
14,000ha currently irrigated is 350GL. Another
400GL is allocated to meet the water demands of
15,000ha in Ord Stage Two, and a further 115GL

has been earmarked for 10,000ha on the lower
Ord River. That leaves about 485GL for any further
developments, including a potential 14,000ha in
the Northern Territory. Allocations are based on
95 percent reliability with farmers paying $6 per
megalitre used, plus fixed costs, resulting in annual
irrigation charges of about $300 per hectare based
on consumption of 17ML per hectare.
Ord expansion director, Peter Stubbs, says

there is plenty of water in the existing system to
irrigate Ord Stage Two, and more, and ensure
environmental conditions are maintained. Only
153GL of the 350GL allocation for current land
was used last year. And Peter points out tail watermanagement systems required on new Ord farms
will see irrigation water go further. “And there’s
always the option of ground water, there’s a lot
of that,” he says. Peter says raising the dam wall

ABOVE: Ord farmer David Menzel has grown everything from borlotti beans to
honeydews over the past 15 years.
BELOW: Road transport is vital to getting Ord Valley produce to southern markets.
OPPOSITE: Second-generation Ord farmer Fritz Bolten says the region’s ability to
support a range of crops is its real strength.

GETTING THE MIX RIGHT

Sitting on a tractor preparing soil for the season’s first pumpkin plantings, David
Menzel lists the crops he’s grown over the past decade and a half: borlotti beans,
butternut pumpkins, chia, chickpeas, cotton, dark red kidney beans, honeydews,
jarrahdale pumpkins, Japanese pumpkins, maize, rockmelons, sweet onions,
watermelons. Neighbour Fritz Bolten reels off a similar list and adds clover, paprika,
tomatoes, peanuts, hybrid seeds, sweet corn and rice. “It is really the strength of this
area that we are willing to try new things, and so many things will grow,” Fritz says.
A second-generation Ord farmer, Fritz says the ability to adapt and try new things is
a common theme. “The personality type that has been attracted to the Ord is quite
unique; a lot of risk takers, and people who just want to break the mold,” he says. But
while adaptability is seen by many here as a virtue, some see it as a potential weakness:
too many small crops, not enough broad-acre options.
A member of the farming taskforce looking at crops to grow on Ord Stage Two,
David says while cucurbits and other high-value crops have underpinned the region’s
horticultural industry since the 1980s, those profitable crops are unlikely to play a major
role in an expanded Ord scheme. “Between what we produce and what the Northern
Territory and the Burdekin produce, that pretty much fills the market,” he says. His
next comment is something everyone here knows: “Scale is the key to it all.” A major
broad-acre crop is seen as the only option to underpin Ord Stage Two.

Former sugar farmer Paul Mock has overcome one of the Ord’s biggest challenges
by planting sandlewood on his property. OPPOSITE: The Ord Dam wall at sunset;
Founder of the Chia Company John Foss with his nutritional products.

The one Ord crop that does have significant scale is Indian sandalwood. Since
1999, the Ord’s sandalwood plantations – which have doubled in size since the
collapse of sugar – have grown to more than 6000ha, making this the largest land
use in the valley. Initially driven by the Managed Investment Scheme model, the
Department of Agriculture and Food (DAF) projects sandalwood plantations will
cover 50 percent of farmland by the end of this year.
Public company Tropical Forestry Services (TFS) manages more than 5000ha
of Ord plantations, making it the world’s largest Indian sandalwood grower. The
company says Indian sandalwood is trading for more than $110,000 per tonne on
the global market, a market skewed heavily towards the booming economies of India
and China where the wood is used for incense sticks, Chinese medicine and carving.
The most lucrative market, however, is the oil market. Indian sandalwood oil, which
TFS says trades for $2500 per kilogram, is used in some of the world’s best known
fragrances, including Estee Lauder, Hugo Boss and Chanel. Commercial harvests
are not planned for another two years, but TFS forestry operations manager Malcom
Baker says trial harvests show oil levels exceed international standards. “It certainly
verifies that all our trees have oil, and have good oil in them,” Malcom says.

SEEDS OF A NEW INDUSTRY
When John Foss embarked on a Nuffield Scholarship in 2001 he wanted
to look at two things: how farmers could better connect with consumers,
and major food trends. A fourth-generation grain farmer, John says he
was frustrated with the collective marketing model. “Even though I had a
marketing degree and I was farming, the structures were not there to allow
you to actually talk to your customer,” he says.
John’s research identified environmental issues and consumer health
as important trends, and consumers themselves wanted more traceability
and better connections to growers. “So I started looking at opportunities in
those areas,” John says, explaining how at the same time he came across
a television documentary on chia. The documentary showed a Mexican
community combating a range of lifestyle illnesses with chia, an ancient oil
seed grown by the Aztecs and Mayans. “It sounded a bit too good to be true,”
Johns says. “But I decided it was something worth investigating, because
if it was having a positive effect on diabetes and cholesterol and weight
management, then it was going to have huge opportunities going forward.”
John sourced chia seed from Central America and tested its nutritional
value. The research stacked up – high in Omega 3, antioxidants, protein
and dietary fibre. “The issue was the supply base out of Central America
was small and inconsistent and the quality was erratic, pricing was
immature and highly variable,” John says. A look at a world map showed
the Ord Valley was the perfect latitude to grow the crop. By 2005 John
had established The Chia Company and partnered with Kununurra farmers
to grow the first commercial Ord crops of the largely unknown oil seed.
Seven years on, chia is Kununurra’s largest food crop and the Ord Valley
produces 60 percent of the world’s supply. John estimates by 2015 the
Ord chia industry will be worth $20 million.
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John says The Chia Company uses technology and community
education to connect consumers to farmers. A recent Bakers Delight
campaign featured photos of Ord chia farmers on the walls of the
retail chain’s 650 Australian stores. Other Australian customers include
Kellogg’s and Nudie Juices, and last year the company launched into
the $52 billion North American whole-foods market. This year it plans
to expand in Asia and Europe. “I believe it’s the future model for a lot
of food ingredients,” John says of his company’s marketing model.
“Customers want to know where their product has come from, how it
was grown, and who grew it.”

ABOVE: A houseboat takes in the serenity of Kununurra’s Lily Lagoon. OPPOSITE: Young farmers Matt and Melanie Gray say they would like to see more
young families starting their own farming operations in the area and (below) former operations manager of the Kununurra sugar mill, Wayne Paul.

Although sandalwood companies have injected plenty of cash into
the region – TFS is marketing its 2012 plantings to investors for
$72,000 per hectare – not everybody is happy with the trees. Some
locals complain big companies mean fewer farmers and less buying
power for the local cooperative. Others see trees as ‘taking over’ the
valley, and forcing out farmers and food crops. Annual food and seed
production in the Ord Valley declined from $52 million in 2003 to
$33 million in 2010. Over the same period, horticultural production
declined from $27 million to less than $21 million.
But it’s not just big companies growing sandalwood. Walking into
Paul Mock’s office the air is thick with a rich, woody aroma. The
former sugar farmer planted his first five hectares of trees in 2000.
“I could see that sandalwood was high value so you could afford to
freight it,” Paul says, explaining how the tree crop overcomes one of
the Ord’s biggest disadvantages, the tyranny of distance to markets.
Paul says, as a farmer, he has to make commercial decisions. “People
say I’m not a farmer any more, because I’m not growing food, but I
get a little annoyed by that because I use every ounce of my farming
skills in my sandalwood,” he says. “I can always grow food in the
future, after the trees are harvested.”
While the politics of food versus perfume and fibre can be
argued for hours, the Ord’s largest food crop is kicking goals
across the globe. Marketed as a ‘super food’ to the global healthfood industry, chia is the richest plant-based source of Omega
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3, protein, dietary fibre and antioxidants. The Chia Company
founder, John Foss, says Kununurra’s location is perfect for
the ancient Central American oil seed, a crop he discovered
while completing a 2001 Nuffield Scholarship. “One thing
about the Ord is that the growers are quite entrepreneurial,
so that was a key part of the recipe,” he says. John prefers not
to reveal the amount of land cropped – farmers grow the seed
under a confidentiality agreement – but says the Ord Valley is
now the world’s largest producer of raw chia seed, producing
60 percent of the global supply. The oil seed is used in healthfood products around the world and John says the potential for
expansion is huge. “The challenge is there to match supply with
demand, as it is with any product, but we believe it is going to
be a significant crop for the Ord going forward,” he says.
Even so, John sees chia as a rotation option among a variety of
crops that could be grown on new Ord land. And Malcom says
sandalwood is only suitable for about 500ha of the initial 8000ha
to be released this year. Although it is expected smaller crops will
be grown on a rotation basis on up to 25 per cent of new land at
any one time – creating opportunities for smaller farmers – the
common view is that the bulk of new land will be taken up by one
of the big three: sugar cane, rice or cotton, each of which needs
between 5000 and 15,000ha to support processing facilities and a
sustainable industry.
outback
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Teddy Carlton, the chairman of Miriuwung Gajerrong Corporation,
wants local Indigenous people to embrace agricultural opportunities.
OPPOSITE: Owner of labour-hire company WannaWork, Donald Chulung.

A QUESTION OF SCALE

Rice, cotton and sugar cane may be the ‘big three’, but in reality most
discussion here centers on one: sugar cane. “I think stage two will
be sugar, and it will be fantastic,” Fritz Bolten says. Gabi Bloecker
agrees. “We all know that we can grow a very good sugar-cane crop,”
she says. “From 1995 to 2007, we consistently had yields between 16
and 19 tonnes of sugar per hectare.” Tony Chafer, chief executive of
Cambridge Gulf Limited – the company that manages the Wyndham
Port – says sugar is the preferred Stage Two crop from a portmanager’s perspective. “Because you can export for seven or eight
months, its not just one crop that comes in one harvest and you get rid
of it all, it’s a continual harvest cycle,” Tony says.
Adding to the sugar argument is the recent history of cotton
and rice in the Ord. Buoyed by the potential of new varieties, in
2010 farmers planted the first commercial rice crops in the region
in almost three decades. But after two years of promising results,
the fungal disease rice blast was discovered last year rendering
crops virtually worthless. Cotton has also had problems. Driven by
strong global prices, a number of farmers grew cotton last year but
unseasonably cold weather reduced some yields by more than half,
and a wet picking season added to the pain. Neither rice nor cotton
is expected to be grown this year.
Former logistics manager at the Kununurra sugar mill, Wayne
Paul, says the time is right for a sugar comeback. Sitting on an empty
44-gallon drum beside the now overgrown mill, Wayne explains
at its peak the mill was crushing 450,000 tonnes per year, a far cry
from the million tones needed to keep Korean owners Cheil Jedang
Corporation in the black. But Wayne is confident sugar will be grown
on new Ord land. “People will come here, because the price of sugar
on the world market is up,” he says. “You’re looking at three times the
price we were trying to operate on.” The reasoning goes something
like this: unlike cotton and rice, sugar was not badly affected by pests;
sugar failed because of scale and price. Ord Stage Two brings scale,
and global sugar prices bring economic hope. “It’s a matter of who
wants to invest, and who’s got the confidence,” Wayne says.

LAND RIGHTS
While there was little or no consultation with the
people whose traditional country was flooded
when the Ord Dam filled, East Kimberley
Indigenous leaders regard the current expansion
as a once-in-a-lifetime opportunity to address
Aboriginal unemployment and social dysfunction.
That opportunity is underpinned by the 2005
Ord Final Agreement (OFA), which provided $57
million to the local Miriuwung Gajerrong (MG)
people in compensation for the extinguishment
of native title over 65,000ha. The OFA included
$24 million over 10 years to establish MG
Corporation to administer benefits to the
whole community and $11 million to address
social disadvantage. The OFA also granted
MG Corporation five percent of new Ord
land, and the option to purchase another 7.5
percent. A $12 million Aboriginal Development
Package provides employment and training and
development assistance for MG businesses.
MG Corporation chairman, Teddy Carlton,
says his people must now make the most of the
opportunities before them. A former Kimberley
stockman, Teddy dismisses suggestions
farming doesn’t suit traditional culture. “If
we are going to have a stake in the valley as
traditional owners then we need to help these
young fellas have the training where they
can maybe become farmers and work in the
agricultural industry,” Teddy says. “We can’t
keep pulling back and saying well maybe its not
applicable in our background.”
Leading by example is Donald ‘Duck’
Chulung. With up to 40 Indigenous men

employed on projects around the town, Duck’s
labour-hire company WannaWork is the largest
Aboriginal employer in Kununurra. He says
the key to WannaWork’s success is seeing the
issue of underemployment from an Aboriginal
perspective. “Most of the jobs which go around
are advertised, you’ve got to have resumes
… but most Aboriginal people don’t have
resumes,” Duck says. Sitting in a formal interview
is “frightening” for many Indigenous people,
Duck says. With WannaWork you don’t need a
resume, you just need to turn up to work at 6am

ready to go. Unskilled workers start on $20 an
hour and work clothes and safety equipment are
provided, with the cost deducted from wages.
“We’re trying to teach them that you have to pay
for everything you get,” Duck says.
Leaning on a shovel at a new housing estate
where his team is paving a walking path, Duck
says the future looks bright for WannaWork.
“Our paydays are up near $50,000 a fortnight
now, and the best thing about it is that most of
that goes into Aboriginal homes, so that’s got to
be making a difference.”
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With hundreds of millions of dollars needed to re-establish
a sugar industry, most in the Ord Valley believe only a major
international investor can underpin the region’s future. The West
Australian Government received 14 proposals to an expressionsof-interest process that closed in February, but won’t yet reveal who
applied, although it has confirmed proposals were received from
foreign parties. The successful bidder is expected to be announced
in July, with the first crops to be grown in 2014. The word is
Chinese, Korean and Malaysian sugar consortiums have all put
their hats in the ring for the first 15,000ha in Ord Stage Two –
half to be released this year, and the rest subject to the successful
proponent obtaining relevant environmental clearances.
In contrast to some parts of Australia, many in the Ord support
foreign investment. Gabi Bloecker says politicians need to look
beyond controversial headlines and short-term political gain.
“What is your responsibility as a politician? To get re-elected, or
to develop something that is long-term viable?” she says. Fritz
Bolten says foreign investment would create opportunities for
existing farmers. “If the Chinese come in and buy it all up and
start growing sugar, straight away there’ll be an opportunity for
me, because they’ll need help,” he says. “And fundamentally, if we
are going to have a sugar industry, I would want the miller to be
growing sugar so they understand what the costs are.”

Ord farmer Christian
Bloecker, 27, is
looking forward to
seeing plenty of new
faces and new ideas
in the years to come.
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THE NEW GENERATION

Whoever takes up new Ord land, one thing is for certain, they’ll
be welcomed with open arms by the new generation of East
Kimberley farmers. Like many before him, Matt Gray says it was
water that attracted him. The 28 year old says the community
will benefit no matter who farms Ord Stage Two. “It’s very
positive; with as much water as you want on hand, you can’t
really go wrong,” he says. Matt’s wife Melanie, the daughter
of Wilhelm and Gabi Bloecker, says although a big corporate
will most likely underpin the expansion, she hopes for smaller
farming families. “I would love to see people from down south ...
just young families like us, starting up,” Melanie says.
Her brother, Christian Bloecker, 27, says new farmers will
bring enthusiasm. “New farmers mean new ideas, and it’s good to
have different ideas coming in,” Christian says. “That’s how this
place was built, because some people thought, ‘Why not?’”
David Menzel says it’s an exciting time for Ord farmers. “The
challenge of farming here is good; there’s always something
interesting, but it takes commitment, especially when its 40
degrees [Celsius] and 80 percent humidity,” he says. “But to be
involved in building a community and building a local economy,
and helping to develop a region further, it’s pretty rewarding, and
not everyone gets a chance to do that.”

